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Add tasks and sort them into categories To-Do Prime is a sophisticated and modern application compatible with Windows 8, 8.1,10 and designed to offer an efficient method to add and manage multiple tasks and sort them into distinct categories. Create essential memos and handle your projects It's wrapped in an accessible and intuitive layout divided into a file manager on the left side of
the window, a more detailed view of all records and on the right, a simple editor is brought up when creating a new file. The categories are displayed one after another and differentiated in unique colors. The application is installed through the Windows Store, and can be synced with a Microsoft or Google account.By right clicking on the main window, the application's settings can be

accessed, along with the login function, and the page configurations. Plus, the tool divides tasks efficiently in inbox, future, favorite and completed sections, to quickly access items and delete unnecessary ones. You can make a new file by inputting a fitting name, a priority level (e.g. low, medium, high), date and time. In addition, you can set a recurrence event on a particular day, as well as
add a reminder before the task expires. Advanced settings can be entered, such as status (canceled, active, waiting), a corresponding project, if it's the case, along with category (business, finance, shopping, personal), and a short description. Make custom groups and save your data on your personal profile After finishing an assignment, you can mark it as completed not to interfere or be

mixed with the unfinished ones. It's possible to insert new categories by pressing the button next to it. Give it a relevant title and color, while for projects, a title, status and a date are necessary. Furthermore, you can copy, cut or paste text from another source, and display all completed or running memos with the help of the built-in calendar. Plus, they can be pinned to Start menu for faster
access. You can back the database up in OneDrive or sync it with your Outlook, Hotmail or Microsoft Live accounts. Maintenance function lets you delete finished notes after three or six months. The bottom line To sum it up, To-Do Prime is a sophisticated and user-friendly program created to provide a practical way to write and organize tasks, as well as arrange them into distinct lists and

back up your data with ease. Features: ADD TASKS, CATEGOR

To-Do Prime With License Code

1. To-do App. 2. One-touch Organize Tasks. 3. Add New Tasks. 4. Advanced Task Manager. 5. Multi-language interface. 6. Create or backup database. 7. Pins to start menu. 8. Calendar. 9. Drop Tasks. 10. Import Tasks from Windows Live Calendar. 11. Group Tasks by Date. 12. Import Tasks from Windows Live Calendar. 13. Share Tasks. 14. Export Tasks to CSV. 15. To-do List. 16. Add
Expiring Task. 17. Cancel Task. 18. To-do App. 19. Gantt Chart. 20. Detail Task List. 21. Export Detail Task List to CSV. 22. Delete Task. 23. File Management. 24. Sync Task List. 25. Open Task List. 26. To-do List. 27. To-do Calendar. 28. To-do App. 29. Add Memo. 30. Create Task. 31. New Task. 32. Clear Tasks. 33. Change Task Priority. 34. Change Task Status. 35. Change Task
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To-Do Prime is a sophisticated and modern application compatible with Windows 8, 8.1,10 and designed to offer an efficient method to add and manage multiple tasks and sort them into distinct categories. Create essential memos and handle your projects It's wrapped in an accessible and intuitive layout divided into a file manager on the left side of the window, a more detailed view of all
records and on the right, a simple editor is brought up when creating a new file. The categories are displayed one after another and differentiated in unique colors. The application is installed through the Windows Store, and can be synced with a Microsoft or Google account.By right clicking on the main window, the application's settings can be accessed, along with the login function, and the
page configurations. Plus, the tool divides tasks efficiently in inbox, future, favorite and completed sections, to quickly access items and delete unnecessary ones. You can make a new file by inputting a fitting name, a priority level (e.g. low, medium, high), date and time. In addition, you can set a recurrence event on a particular day, as well as add a reminder before the task expires.
Advanced settings can be entered, such as status (canceled, active, waiting), a corresponding project, if it's the case, along with category (business, finance, shopping, personal), and a short description. Make custom groups and save your data on your personal profile After finishing an assignment, you can mark it as completed not to interfere or be mixed with the unfinished ones. It's possible
to insert new categories by pressing the button next to it. Give it a relevant title and color, while for projects, a title, status and a date are necessary. Furthermore, you can copy, cut or paste text from another source, and display all completed or running memos with the help of the built-in calendar. Plus, they can be pinned to Start menu for faster access. You can back the database up in
OneDrive or sync it with your Outlook, Hotmail or Microsoft Live accounts. Maintenance function lets you delete finished notes after three or six months. • Efficiently stores your notes in a list of files. • Compatible with Windows 8, 8.1, 10 • Simultaneous multi-task • Quick switching between various applications • Better sorting and searching • Various file extensions including TDP (To
Do Page), TDF (To Do File) • Configurable shortcuts • Cross-platform support

What's New In To-Do Prime?

A modern application to help you manage your tasks To-Do Prime is a modern application designed to help you manage your task, with practical tools for a quick and pleasant way to create, sort, edit, backup, and share all essential info. It's wrapped in an accessible and intuitive layout divided into a file manager on the left side of the window, a more detailed view of all records and on the
right, a simple editor is brought up when creating a new file. The categories are displayed one after another and differentiated in unique colors. The application is installed through the Windows Store, and can be synced with a Microsoft or Google account. By right clicking on the main window, the application's settings can be accessed, along with the login function, and the page
configurations. Plus, the tool divides tasks efficiently in inbox, future, favorite and completed sections, to quickly access items and delete unnecessary ones. You can make a new file by inputting a fitting name, a priority level (e.g. low, medium, high), date and time. In addition, you can set a recurrence event on a particular day, as well as add a reminder before the task expires. Advanced
settings can be entered, such as status (canceled, active, waiting), a corresponding project, if it's the case, along with category (business, finance, shopping, personal), and a short description. Make custom groups and save your data on your personal profile After finishing an assignment, you can mark it as completed not to interfere or be mixed with the unfinished ones. It's possible to insert
new categories by pressing the button next to it. Give it a relevant title and color, while for projects, a title, status and a date are necessary. Furthermore, you can copy, cut or paste text from another source, and display all completed or running memos with the help of the built-in calendar. Plus, they can be pinned to Start menu for faster access. You can back the database up in OneDrive or
sync it with your Outlook, Hotmail or Microsoft Live accounts. Maintenance function lets you delete finished notes after three or six months. The bottom line To sum it up, To-Do Prime is a sophisticated and user-friendly program created to provide a practical way to write and organize tasks, as well as arrange them into distinct lists and back up your data with ease. Description: A modern
application to help you manage your tasks To-Do Prime is a modern application designed to help you manage your task, with practical tools for a quick and pleasant way to create, sort, edit, backup, and share all essential info. It's wrapped in an accessible and intuitive layout divided into a file manager on the left side of the window, a more detailed view of all records and on the
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System Requirements:

Requires a 3.5GHz (or faster) dual core processor Requires a DirectX 9.0c-compatible video card Requires at least 2GB of RAM Requires a 64-bit processor Minimum resolution of 1024x768 Minimum display resolution of 1024x768 Minimum processor speed of 1.8 GHz Minimum Windows XP SP2, Windows Vista SP2 or Windows 7 SP1 Minimum physical memory of 1GB Minimum
10MB of available hard disk space Also available for: Mac OS X
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